DC3 PASIV Data Fair-Use Policy
Before you download DC3 PASIV data, please first familiarize yourself with the DC3 PASIV
Data Fair Use Policy below and accept or decline the fair-use terms.
The DC3 PASIV data provided on this public archive are freely available and were furnished by
National Severe Storms Laboratory (NSSL) scientists who encourage their use. Data users are
encouraged to consider the following recommendations for fair, appropriate, and optimal use
of data products.
DC3 PASIV Scientist Interactions:
 Please kindly inform the NSSL scientist(s) associated with each data product about the new
data analysis activity near the beginning of the effort, and of any publication plans as the effort
nears completion.
 Consult with the respective NSSL scientist(s) concerning your data analysis plans and
associated processing steps to assure that the latest data product is being used and that it is
being used appropriately.
 Those interested in using this data are encouraged to contact the lead NSSL scientist for the
data, Dr. Sean Waugh (sean.waugh@noaa.gov).
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 Please provide an electronic reprint of your independent work to the data archive
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